


Experience the world of  "Paradiski" ... 

Second biggest largest domain in the world !

Paradiski ski area (La Plagne - Les Arcs - Peisey-Vallandry) offers a great diversity of  slopes for all 

levels. 

425 km of  pleasure spread over a multitude of  slopes: glaciers, ski in the forest, free ride, beginner 

slopes in altitude, magnificent landscapes open on Mont Blanc ...

Paradiski is aptly named!



1,250 to 3,250 metres

425 km of  downhill skiing

242 slopes

160 ski lifts

153 km of  cross-country skiing

2 skiable glaciers skiables above

3,000 metres



La Plagne Montalbert ... the village resort of La Plagne.

Combine conviviality, authenticity and adrenaline !

In the heart of the famous La Plagne ski area, the resort Plagne-Montalbert has kept its

authentic mountain style and preserve its heritage while maintaining a tradition of

hospitality and warmth.

On the edge of the forest, at 1400 meters in heights and directly connected to 2,000

meters by its new gondola, the Plagne-Montalbert is a haven of peace surrounded by fir

trees. Perfect place to relax, its wooded and sunny environment, allow nature lovers to

satisfy their passions and enjoy a dream vacation ... facing the Mont Blanc.

Its family atmosphere makes it the perfect resort for children with ski school,

kindergarten, toboggan track and reserved areas.

All the shops, relaxation areas, bars and restaurants will offer the after-ski activities you

need.

This warm resort breathing the joy of life is aptly named…:

"THE FRIENDLINESS "!





NEW

Discover the "Chalet Martin" 

In the heart of the La Plagne Montalbert, authentic Savoyard village,

this new chalet comes to tell the story of the place and its protected

natural environment, to offer you a panorama without any obstacle

on the nearby Alps mountains.

This new warm and lively residence offers a direct access to Paradiski

area while enjoying an immediate proximity of the village life and its

shops.

Chalet Martin is part of the natural landscape as an ode to the

mountains ...





Charming and intimate residence with only 23 apartments, one to four bedroom, Martin’ Chalet will preserve and enrich the intact mountain beauty

of the village of Plagne-Montalbert.

Its traditional architecture, its noble materials and its well-made details will make it a unique residence, like "chalet of yesteryear " ...

Its central square in the heart of the old village, "Chalet Martin" offers an exceptional location, just a few meters from all shops and ski lifts, bars and

restaurants including the table of the famous chef Phil Howard from London: the "Union", becoming the best Paradiski's restaurant.

Finally the resort offers a multitude of activities and quality entertainment for everyone’ happiness: snowshoes, new slides, dog sled rides ... Many

unforgettable memories to share with family and friends whatever your desires change of scenery, adrenaline or relaxation!







Home way…

BY CAR
645 km from Paris 
196 km from Lyon 
149 km from Geneva and Grenoble 

BY PLANE
Lyon St Exupéry Airport
Geneva Airport
Chambéry Airport
Connections provided by regular 
buses, rental cars or taxis

BY TRAIN
Station of Bourg Saint Maurice
Station of Aime
Direct day and night trains 
from Paris
(Paris/Aime 4h15)

Plan de masse à mettre




